20 March 2012
Head of the Office
Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR)
Geneva, Switzerland
Dear Sir (Madam):
RE: Project of the Century
I am an independent researcher, PhD, an Israeli citizen, an immigrant from Russia, 76. I appeal to you for
assistance on matters of paramount importance for the destiny of civilization, in general, for ensuring human
rights, in particular. The problem is as follows.
Civilization is experiencing now a GENERAL IDEOLOGICAL CRISIS threatening its very existence and
manifesting itself in local conflicts, terrorists acts, violations of human rights, etc. Underlying that crisis, as an
analysis shows, is the CRISIS OF MODERN SCIENCE which therefore needs a radical reform. During my 30year-long independent research, I have initiated the reform of modern physics and discovered the way to the
reform of modern science in general, including humanities. However, with my status of independent researcher,
my precarious conditions in Israel, and corruption of the European science, in particular, it has proved
impossible to get an official recognition of the research and assistance to proceed with it. Although the research
is formally published and can now be ordered or seen online, I have not received a single response concerning its
subject matter, despite hundreds of my requests in this regard. I explain that sinister fact, in particular, by the
activity of Russian agents in Israel who have been controlling my hostel and filtering my correspondence.
The only world organization that could and must lead the reform of modern science is UNESCO. However
UNESCO, as well as the major scientific centers and universities, seem to be thoroughly paralyzed by scientific
establishment who resist any reform threatening their privileges. For that reason, I have launched my own
website, The Reform Science Center, aimed at coordinating the reform of modern science; moreover, I have even
managed to proceed with the reform creating the frameworks for the sciences of politics and economics.
However such a mission cannot be hinged long on the enthusiasm of a pensioner, but needs support and
participation of the whole scientific community, which is impossible to ensure on my own.
At present I need a small office (for five or so persons) for THE INTERNATIONAL CENTER OF REFORM
SCIENCE sponsored possibly by UNESCO. Such an office could be provided, for example, within the CERN
whose programs have now lost momentum in the light of my research.
In this connection would you please consider my Project of the Century and take measures to provide me with
conditions necessary to proceed with it and prepare younger researchers to take over my mission when
necessary. For more information, please visit my website and its Mission pages.
Yours sincerely,
Igor Makarov, PhD
Director/Independent Researcher
Reform Science Center, www.reformscience.org; P.O. Box 461, Haifa 31003, Israel
Tel/fax: +972-4-822-1997; mobile: +972-547-856-170; email: info@reformscience.org
Enclosure:
(1) my appeal to UNESCO: http://www.keepandshare.com/doc/view.php?id=3398605&da=y;
(2) my research in physics: http://www.keepandshare.com/doc/view.php?id=2520538&da=y;
(3) its abstract: http://www.keepandshare.com/doc/view.php?id=3099013&da=y;
(4) my recent work, Reform of Modern Science. Politics. Economics:
http://www.keepandshare.com/doc/view.php?id=3489059&da=y;
(5) my CV: http://www.keepandshare.com/doc/view.php?id=3426453&da=y;
(6) my recent photo: http://www.keepandshare.com/doc/view.php?id=3159168&da=y.

